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About This Game

Miney Company: A VR physics-based racquetball-inspired game where you 'work from home' for your new employers Miney
Company. Your job is to collect data blocks from around the universe for Miney Company to profit from by selling to the
highest-bidding potentially nefarious multinational corporations. With 13 playable levels, multiple types of data-collecting

mechanics, and different types of rackets, you can smash, hunt, and protect your data from rival data miners while hanging out
with your location coordinators Albert, Benjamin, and Cecil.

Miney Company wants to connect VR enthusiasts with the data mining needs of fictitious multinational corporations. Our online
data gathering matches freelance labor with borderless corporations and their bottomless demands for data, allowing labor

flexibility and low overhead as well as high employment satisfaction for people who like to work in their pajamas from home.

"‘Eh, It’s a job. And it’s flexible enough that it doesn’t take away from my ride-share driving gig. I also don’t have to put on pants
for it, so there’s that. Unlike my ride-share gig…" —Albert

"Miney Company sure knows how to look out for their employees! Wait, I mean look at their employees. They aren't too into
data privacy if you know what I mean." —Benjamin

"It's not so much of a job as it is something you waste time doing and are rewarded with a fiat currency." —Cecil
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Title: Miney Company: A Data Racket
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Glass Temple Games
Publisher:
Glass Temple Games
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English
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Beta 5 has arrived!:
We're proud to release the Beta 5 version of Miney Company! With the new update, you can find improvements such as:

+ Improved Re-centering (accessible from the Menu in the Lobby)
+ Collection counters on paddles to give a clearer idea of how many blocks are left to hit
+ Two new achievements (hit 100 popup ads and break 1000 blocks)
+ Cheaper store items (players should be able to buy something after every round)
+ Boss level easier to reach
+ Improved paddle redesign
+ Added Builder Bots to the Lobby, who tirelessly are doing something
+ Improved paddle interactions with ball

Thank you so much for playing and we'll keep you informed about the release date of Beta 6!. Beta 5 date announcement -
Friday June 15th:
Hello all, I hope you've remembered to update your router's firmware, or at least turn your routers off and on again. As for us at
Glass Temple Games, we've been working on the Beta 5 version of Miney Company, including fixing the re-centering option
which didn't work on certain levels. For those curious about the new re-centering code:

  // First, rotate gameplayDirector.playerGameObject.transform.eulerAngles = positionerObject.transform.eulerAngles;
gameplayDirector.playerGameObject.transform.Rotate(0.0f,-playerGameObjectOffsetAngle,0.0f); // Then position
gameplayDirector.playerGameObject.transform.position = positionerObject.transform.position;
gameplayDirector.playerGameObject.transform.Translate(-playerGameObjectOffset);. Beta 6 Delayed Until October 1st:
Hey everyone, I apologize for the delay of version Beta 6. We've decided to roll a few more things into it before releasing,
rather than put off those features until Beta 7. We hope you'll find the delay worth it!. We're live on Early Access:
Hello all,

We're live on Early Access and have open Community Discussion Forums ready for feedback, bug identification, and more.

Let us know what you find and how you feel, and we'll try to address those issues while also working on the updates we'd like to
see to make this world even more uncanny.. Beta 7 Announced:
Many apologies for the delay in updates, we now have a date for Beta 7! April 27th will bring about the following
improvements:

 Able to have two different paddles selected at once, for Hammer/Racket combo action

 Graphical improvement to ALL levels!

 New block formations

 and as always, numerous bug fixes

We're getting close to our official release on December 1st, 2019, where we hope to have the following:

 Minibosses

 At least one more level

 Finalize visual effects
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 Ten more paddles

We know you have plenty of VR games to choose from, so thank you for choosing Miney Company. Onward to April 27th!
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